
Wildcat Installation

We recommend professional installation.

Start by removing the front seats then the torx bolts on the bed and on the fenders some of the torx bolts 

on the outsides and ends will require a 10mm wrench since they have nuts on the bottom.

The headshim installation you will need to get the service manual or have your local dealer print the 

required pages that display the proper torque sequences and timing marks.





 The black cover will have to lift up since the radiator is right below it then it will need to slide 
towards the front of machine then you can pull it out through the driver or passenger side.

After you get all the torx bolts out you will need to loosen the hose clamp underneath the gas 
cap on the rubber hose and slide it off the gas cap assembly.

Then in the cab there will be torx all around the back of seats and along center console you will 
need to remove and then also remove seat belt buckles



Then once you get all plastics removed go ahead and remove the 2 plastic intake tubes from 
behind center console



Then remove airbox from throttle body there will be a hose clamp onto throttle body and you will 
need to take outside airbox cover off pull the filter out to get to the other mount bolt

Unhook coil wire from center shield behind center console then you can remove this shield out 
of the way



Take exhaust springs off to remove the muffler

remove the two headers from the two cylnder heads



You will want to drain the coolant from radiator or get to needle nose vise grips and pinch the 
two lines from the radiator and then unhook the hose that hooks to lowest point on motor and 
drain the coolant out.
then remove the intake manifold from engine



You will want to remove the clutch cover so you can turn the motor over for getting the timing set 
right when installing the headshim   you will have to remove the lower left shock bolt in order to 
get the clutch cover out so you will have to jack machine up to do this. There is a t27 torx bolts 
you will remove to get the clutch cover off 

Please refer to service manual for rest of procedure on installing headshim-removing and 
reassembly of the cylinder heads and torque sequences and specs.



once you have motor reassembled and intake manifold on you can mount the new header.
and then bolt the turbocharger onto header. 

now you can mount the oil return line you will remove the oil dipstick and replace with supplied 
fittings.



and the oil feed line You will install the supplied tee fitting in the line going to oil cooler it is 
located behind where the passenger seat would be (on that side of motor near the front) then 
the stainless line routes to the top of turbocharger as you can see in pic.



then you can mount the charger tube with secondary injector and BOV in it  clamp to throttle 
body then to turbocharger outlet.

Then the fuel line will need to be cut and a supplied line and tee from the secondary injector in 
the charge tube will hook up like this 



Then the BOV vacuum hose you will need to remove the 10mm bolt on top of throttle body and 
get a small drill bit like A 1/16” bit and poke through then install tee fitting in place of the bolt so 
you have vacuum signal to the BOV. Then the hose will go from BOV to the fitting the boost 
gauge will get signal from this spot also everything will be precut and assembled to make easy 
installation

Then the silicone intake tube from turbo to donaldson can be mounted The bolt that holds 
donaldson bracket will be the same bolt that goes through the plastic cover behind seat so you 
will need to wait till you are putting back plastic cover on then when you get to that bolt you can 
look through side to line up the bracket so the bolt will go through and hold it as well as the 
plastic.



You can clamp on muffler and the hanger bar is designed to go through the same rubber mount 
as the stock muffler used

 
The secondary clutch bolt will need to be removed to get the belt off the sheave comes off. 



Then for the primary clutch remove the 6 outside bolts they are 3/8 then you need a allen 
wrench and a 10mm to remove the weights make sure you keep the little washers that are on 
each side of the weight there will be 1 on each side of each weight so 2 little washers per 
weight.  

The fuel controller will have a single black wire that will go to negative on battery, then will have 
injector plugs 2 male and 2 female that will hook inline with each factory injector one hooks to 



injector plugin and one hooks to the factory harness , then one 3 pin connector from dobeck box 
will hook to the 3 bar map sensor on silicone charge tube and then there will be another plug 
that will hook to secondary injector.


